
Minutes from Student Union-Liaison meeting 
Nov. 5, 2018 
  
Present: 
Lisa Eggert Litvin 
Principal Lou Adipietro 

Students  
  
Key Topics: 
  
1. Review of how Student Union-BOE liaison meeting came to be 
     
2. Student Olympics 
  
Students shared that this year, at the suggestion of the Superintendent, HHS will be hosting student 
Olympics, to be held in the weeks between winter and spring sports.  Four teams would compete in events 
that would include athletics and others, which could range from arts to comedy, for example.  Points would 
be earned and one team would be the winner, similar to an overnight camp's "color war." 

  
We focused on whether the four teams should assembled be by grade (eg. freshman, sophomore, junior, 
and senior teams), or should include a mix of students from each grade.  The outcome was that the 
students prefer mixing the grades.  They shared how kids generally tend to know kids from their own 
grades, and that mixing grades could be a great way to get to know more people and promote community.   
  
3. Bond 
We also discussed the bond (including how bonds work), and the students are going to let us know their 
thoughts on the Hillside proposals (as former students there) as well as what they might appreciate at the 
HHS level.  We had an exciting discussion about whether the bond could allow for construction of a 
greenhouse or, or similarly, green-roof gardening, as that apparently was part of older bond 
discussions.  The idea is green gardening brings in a number of disciplines (science, math, non-fiction 

reading, etc.), and is something that feels very "Hastings," as it incorporates sustainability, can help with 
Hastings Food Pantry, and is something that kids would be eager to participate in.  We also discussed the 
idea of an outdoor classroom and the Sugar Pond shack.   
  
Proposed Next Steps: 
  
Follow up re outdoor classroom: reach out to the Science Dept. Chair for thoughts on outdoor classroom, 
working with Hillside, and assessing whether the outdoor classroom being discussed there is something that 
could have potential for k-12 learning opportunities. Also get thoughts re greenhouse/green roof project. 
  
Questions for BOE to consider: 

  
-Thoughts re bond options to incorporate these green ideas, like greenhouse, or green roof project. 
  
-Does BOE have any thoughts re student Olympics in general (BOE doesn't have to have opinion) 

  
  

 

 


